The prevalence of BFP VDRL tests in the general population should be established before the level of association with any clinical entity can be accurately assessed. It would also be interesting to assess the clinical accuracy of physicians who do not rely on confirmatory tests in populations such as ours.
In this paper, we report the prevalence of BFP tests in the general Jamaican population, in pregnancy and in cases of systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE).
Patients and methods
Standard VDRL tests`' were performed on sera from 15 ince all patients with SLE had a BFP test for more than six months and often several years duration, the chronicity of the BFP test was established. Unfortunately, in the general population the BFP VDRL test was not categorised as acute or chronic as these were cases of routine screening for emigration purposes. Acute BFP tests are usually of no significance but chronic tests are associated with several systemic diseases, including malignancies. Chronic BFP tests have been shown to be more frequent and to have more serious implications in women than men as the associated autoimmune diseases tend to be more prevalent in women.'48 The female to male ratio of BFP tests in our general population group was 2:1 whilst in the SLE group it was 8:1. In pregnant women, every effort should be made to categorise BFP tests as acute or chronic, rather than presume that they are caused by pregnancy.
From this study, we recommend that regardless of titre, confirmatory tests should be performed on all sera with a positive VDRL. All BFP reactors should be followed up and categorised as acute or chronic. Those with chronic BFP results should be investigated for clinical and laboratory indicators of autoimmune or other chronic diseases. These measures would reduce the indiscriminate and inappropriate use of antibiotics. This is of particular importance to patients with autoimmune diseases as there is a greater frequency of penicillin and other hypersensitivity drug reactions in this group. The situation is further complicated by the fact that administration of penicillin has been associated with the onset of symptoms of autoimmune disease.7
In summary, confirmatory tests for syphilis should be performed on all Jamaican patients with low titre 
